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Inflammasome inhibition
improves murine DCD heart
function. Translation to clinical
practice requires identifying
FDA-approved NLRP3 inhibitors
and showing efficacy in large
animal and human hearts.
Ienglam Lei, PhD, and Paul C. Tang, MD, PhD

Existing donor heart preservation technology is based on
the concepts of lowering metabolic demands through
hypothermia and mechanical arrest as well as preventing
tissue swelling and providing energy substrates.1 These
concepts were developed several decades ago by
distinguished pioneers in the field, including Gerald
Buckberg,2 Folkert Belzer,3 and James Southard.3

However, the breakneck speed of advances in diagnostic
and therapeutic molecular technology offers new
opportunities to build on existing knowledge. Furthermore,
expanding donor pools to the donations after circulatory
death (DCD) population4 and the use of normothermic
donor heart perfusion has introduced new challenges.

Quader and colleagues5 show that pharmacologic
inhibition of the inflammasome can drastically improve
the systolic and diastolic function of DCD hearts following
transplantation. This was associated with a decrease in
apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a
caspase recruiting domain expression, which is a key
inflammasome component. The beneficial effects of
inflammasome inhibition in DCD hearts was previously
confirmed in a mice NLR family pyrin domain containing
3 knockout model.6 Although the current study focuses on
left ventricle preservation, it would be of interest to
determine the effect of inflammasome inhibition on the
right side of the heart. There may be differences given the
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distinct embryonic origins of the left- and right-side cham-
bers being derived from the primary and secondary heart
fields, respectively.7 With these promising results, further
confirmatory studies are needed in large animal (eg, pig)
and/or human hearts to account for the diversity of re-
sponses in less inbred large animal or human
populations.8 This will greatly facilitate the translation of
proof-of-concept laboratory findings to the clinical setting.
Whereas the use of NLR family pyrin domain containing

3 inhibitor 16773-34-0 was impressively efficacious for
improving DCD heart function, translation of this therapy
into clinical practice needs to go through an arduous process
of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) evaluation and
approval requiring significant financial support. Although
this is ultimately worthwhile, another strategy would be to
identify FDA approved inflammasome inhibitors that can
be repurposed for donor heart preservation. Indeed,
pharmaceutical companies are already targeting inflamma-
some inhibitors for drug development.9 The translational
science insights into cardiac preservation from
investigations such as the current study are critical for
timely utilization of novel FDA-approved pharmacologic
agents.
This article from Quader and colleagues5 demonstrates

the important role of the inflammasome activation in the
DCD setting. Inflammasomes also likely have a role in a
deceased brain death donation, after brain death, but this re-
mains to confirmed in future studies. Current clinical DCD
logistics involve cardioplegic arrest of the donor heart with
subsequent mechanical normothermic perfusion ex vivo or
in vivo using regional perfusion techniques.10 The heart is
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then assessed and/or transported for a variable time and then
rearrested for implant into the recipient. Future
experimental model will likely benefit from modeling this
process because the duration of normothermic perfusion,
ex vivo versus in vivo perfusion, and the influence of 2
cold cardioplegic arrest episodes all likely influence
transplanted graft function. Understanding the biology of
each of these components will be important for optimizing
cardiac DCD.
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